
A view from
   Donner Summit
WITH THE SIERRA NEVADA RANGE lying just east of 
Sacramento, Calif., the Central Pacific did not have a 
gradual beginning for its trip across the continent. 
When the line reached a point 105 miles from the 
Sacramento River, it hit an early crescendo on the 
road’s route to Promontory, Utah, though it had  
taken years to get there.

Standing atop Donner Summit today gives you a 
commanding view to discern plenty of history. From 
here, you can see where the CP made its way over 
the cusp of the Great Basin and began its descent 
toward Nevada — the line has emerged from Tunnel 
Six at the bottom right of the frame, runs through the 
diminutive Tunnel Seven, crosses China Wall, not  
visible, and enters Tunnel Eight.

You can see the original, narrow Lincoln Highway 
crawling up from the center bottom of the image. A 
newer iteration is present in the left side of the frame. 
Donner Lake glistens below. This is where the  
Donner-Reed Party suffered during winter 1846-47.  
Truckee, Calif., is visible just beyond the lake, and the 
second ridge of the Sierras beyond that.

WELL-KNOWN AMERICAN Civil War photographers 
traveled west in its aftermath. One of these, A.J. 
Russell, was hired to document the construction of 
the Union Pacific. Alfred A. Hart, while not a veteran 
of the war, made photos for the Central Pacific. 
Their works are often shown alongside those of the 
governmental surveys, all in conjunction with a 
post-war cultural shift westward. 

Delving into the rich history of the railroad is an 
introduction to specific locales along the route, 
sites where the topography is remarkable, some-
thing of historical import occurred, or the scenery 
is simply beautiful or sublime beyond description. 

Sharing the photographs of those historic loca-
tions today offers viewers an opportunity to see the 
whole with more context: dirty, backbreaking, man-
ual labor in an often punishing landscape; a nation 
recovering from war; and amazement at complet-
ing a long-sought after goal.
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Atop
   Sherman Hill

THE UNION PACIFIC FOLLOWED the Platte River, the South 
Platte River, and then Lodgepole Creek nearly all the way 
to Cheyenne, Wyo., in what would soon become Wyoming 
Territory. The railroad ran into its first major topographical 
challenge just west of that city: the Laramie Mountains. At 
the spot where the original route crosses that visibly stun-
ning ridge is one of the most charismatic locales along the 
entire Pacific Railroad. 

This view shows the famous Ames Monument along 
with Reed’s Rock, the stone formation from which the 
massive pyramid was hewn. The setting sun is still shin-
ing on the monument, which was built in honor of the 
Ames Brothers, Oakes and Oliver, who helped build the 
UP. Workers finished the 60-foot-tall pyramid in 1882, in 
what was then a bustling Sherman, Wyo. — named after 
Civil War Gen. William Tecumseh Sherman. The Overland 
Route, however, would be relocated south for an  
improved line in 1901. Dale Creek runs in the valley in  
the foreground, just out of the frame.

UNDERNEATH DONNER SUMMIT is solid granite. It is what 
gave the UP such a jump on the CP in their historic com-
petition to an undetermined meeting place. Today’s trains 
pass unseen through a 2-mile-long tunnel built by the 
Southern Pacific in the 1920s, but it is difficult to imagine a 
place with more momentous history, railroad and other-
wise, visible from one spot.

If you are fortunate to see the view on pages 20 and 21, 
you’re likely standing above Tunnel Six, often called  
Summit Tunnel. You can still see hand-drilled bore marks 
inside this unlined tunnel, which is the CP’s longest. The 
marks movingly tell the story of Chinese workers who 
were instrumental in building the railroad. From this high-
est point along the Central Pacific, Asian workers still had 
nine tunnels to drill and blast their way through.

WHILE THE UNION PACIFIC laid its first rail nearly two years 
after that of the Central Pacific, it enjoyed more favorable  
topography for its first several hundred miles, which  
allowed it to take a commanding lead in the competition for 
land grants and subsidies. At a spot 232 miles from Omaha, 
Neb., along the original route, however, a memorial at a 
roadside pull-off bears witness to a horrific event.

This monument marks the site of the Plum Creek Rail-
road Attack, which occurred near present-day Lexington, 
Neb., on Aug. 7, 1867. A band of southern Cheyenne attacked 
UP workers, killing three and wounding two.

Upon the
   Nebraska plain
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Ten Mile
   Canyon drama
UPON CONQUERING THE SIERRA NEVADA, the Central  
Pacific was able to compete better with the Union Pacific 
by building across a relatively flat Nevada. After following 
the Truckee River to Wadsworth, Nev., and crossing the 
Forty Mile Desert, the railroad followed the Humboldt 
River nearly all the way across the state. But prior to 
reaching Carlin, Nev., the line would have to contend 
with additional dramatic topography in the form of Ten 
Mile Canyon. Rugged enough to force pioneers up and 
over the surrounding hills, the canyon provides stunning 
scenery. This westbound train is on the original line of 
the Central Pacific just east of the former site of Palisade, 
Nev. A narrow gauge railroad originated from Palisade 
and ran 85 miles southward to silver mines near Eureka, 
Nev., while the Western Pacific would build through the 
canyon in the early 20th century.

Echo Canyon
   reverberations
ONCE THE UNION PACIFIC conquered the Laramie Moun-
tains, the line runs through Laramie, Wyo., over the Conti-
nental Divide at Creston, Wyo., and on to Green River. The 
line crests the Great Divide Basin’s rim just east of Evanston, 
Wyo., and soon reaches Echo Canyon.

The surrounding topography changes dramatically as 
one enters Utah. While driving along Echo Canyon Road, 
you can see signs marking events and locales along this 
corridor. It includes the crisscrossing paths of Native 
Americans, early European explorers, Mormons, pioneers, 
and the Pony Express — all of which passed through here 
prior to the railroad’s incursion.

Echo Creek leads to the Weber River. Weber Canyon 
provided the UP a rugged path through the Wasatch 
Range. Within that canyon, the company would have to 
slow its pace to drill out its third and fourth tunnels and 
build Devil’s Gate Bridge.
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Lone Rock at
   Monument Point

AFTER REACHING ELKO, NEV., at the end of 1868, the Cen-
tral Pacific would quickly cross the remainder of Nevada 
and race into western Utah. The Overland Route was 
changed immensely with the opening of the Lucin Cutoff 
in 1904, which eliminated route-miles, grades, and 
curves. Due to that, however, we were left with an out-
door museum, or Back Country Byway maintained by the 
U.S. Bureau of Land Management. Beginning in Lucin, 
Utah, this two-track road allows you to drive 94 miles of 
former CP roadbed, all the way to Promontory.

From Lucin, the former roadbed first takes a northeast-
ern tack in its goal of arching up and over the Great Salt 
Lake. The line crests a ridge and then cuts through the 
edge of Peplin Mountain, and then heads down to where 
the great lake once washed the shore. After running 
through the abandoned site of Kelton, Utah, with its mov-
ing cemetery and Wheeler Survey marker, the line reaches 
Monument Point where Lone Rock stands silent sentinel 
along the edge of the Great Salt Lake. 

Near the culminating event, the driving of the Golden 
Spike, UP’s train of dignitaries was held up in eastern 
Utah due to the partial washout of Devil’s Gate Bridge in 
Weber Canyon. To pass the time, the CP contingent 
backed up their ceremonial train, with 4-4-0 Jupiter at 
the point, to Lone Rock to await the festivities.

Approaching
   Promontory Summit

COMPETING ROADBEDS of the Union Pacific and Central 
Pacific can be seen for some distance on either side of 
Promontory Summit. In their zeal for land grants and  
government subsidies, the roads graded past each other, 
arguing over the entire ridge called Promontory.

Within the Golden Spike National Historic Site itself, you 
can drive on former CP roadbed in the form of its West 

Grade Auto Tour. Along the way, you can closely inspect 
two adjacent cuts, with that of the UP being incomplete, re-
vealing the distinctive stair-step method of grading used at 
the time. This view is also instructive in that you can see just 
how close the two competing crews may have worked as 
they battled one another for their respective railroads about 
5.5 miles away from the “Golden Spike” site.

And we know the very day the CP laid track through 
their cut, above left: April 28, 1869. 

The sign above marks the spot, about 3 miles from the 
Golden Spike, where a track-laying gang, made up of eight 
Irishmen, along with an army of Chinese workers in  
support, set a record of laying 10 miles of track and  
finished for the day.  
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